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February Highlights for Hawai'i:

Mar-Apr-May Highlights for Hawai'i:

Above Normal Large Fire Potential lee
sides, Normal elsewhere

Normal Large Fire Potential

Temperatures: 0 to +2° above normal
Precipitation: 70% - 100% of normal
Weak La Niña ending

Temperatures: 0 to +2° above normal
Precipitation: 90% - 130% of normal
Hawai'ian rainy season ending

Summary for Hawai'i for Feb - May 2017
Sea Surface Temperatures (SSTs) in the vicinity of Hawai’i are expected to remain slightly
above normal through May. Therefore, temperatures throughout the islands are expected to
remain slightly above normal. Since the rain year began on October 1st, 2016 the majority of
the region has received below normal precipitation, and some areas in the central islands are
below 50% of normal during this time. January was much drier than normal, with the majority
of the region receiving below 50% of normal precipitation, so February will start out with dry
conditions. The KBDI has increased to mid-June levels already and at these levels significant fire
potential begins to increase. The Climate Prediction Center outlook for February calls for
continued below normal precipitation. Precipitation is then expected to be near to slightly
above normal from March through May. Therefore, Significant Fire Potential is Above Normal
primarily on the lee side of the islands in February and Normal in all areas from March
through May.

Weather Discussion for Hawai'i
Precipitation was quite a bit below normal across much of the region in January (Fig 1).
Temperatures in January were quite variable, but most areas were within a degree of normal
(Fig 2). Cooler than normal Sea Surface Temperatures (SSTs) along the eastern equatorial
Pacific (Fig 3) indicate a weak La Niña, but Climate Prediction Center (CPC) outlooks and a
consensus of computer forecast models (Fig 4) are calling for ENSO-neutral conditions very
soon. SSTs in the waters surrounding Hawai'i remain near to slightly warmer than normal,
within 1° degree C (Fig 3), and this condition is expected to continue through May. Therefore,
temperatures throughout the islands are expected to remain slightly above normal through
May 2017. Precipitation is expected to continue below normal in February, especially on the
lee sides of islands, then return to normal or slightly above normal at the tail end of the rainy
season from March through May.

Fig 1 January Precip - % of normal

Fig 2 January Temps - dept. from
normal
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Fig 3 SST Anomalies 1/30/2017

Fig 4 ENSO Plume diagram

Fuels and Fire Potential Discussion for Hawai'i
Since the rainy season began the majority of Hawai'i has been drier (Fig 5) and slightly warmer
(Fig 6) than normal. The Keetch-Byram Drought Index (KBDI) (Fig 7), an indication of soil
moisture and drought conditions, closely correlates to fire activity. The KBDI dropped to well
below normal late in the summer due to above normal rainfall, but drier than normal
conditions since then have allowed it to cross above the seasonally-declining normal curve
recently. KBDI values are now close to typical early summer levels where fire potential begins
to increase. The Drought Monitor (Fig 8) shows increasing drought conditions across the region
due to the recent dry weather. Due to the dry outlook for February, especially on the lee sides
of islands, it is expected that fire activity will increase in the region.
Significant Fire Potential will increase to Above Normal in February, primarily on the lee sides
of the islands. Normal Significant Fire Potential is expected in all areas from March through
May 2017 as precipitation returns to normal or slightly above normal.

Fig 5 Precip - % of normal since
10/1/16

Fig 7 Hawaii KBDI January 31, 2017

Fig 6 Temp - dept. from ave. since
10/1/16

Fig 8 Drought Monitor for Hawai'i

